converges for x > 0 and lim fix) as x->0 exists and is finite. The Dirichlet series (1.1) is called lacunary if the X" satisfy the condition
The series zZan is called |^4, X| summable if the series (1.1) converges for x>0 and fix) is of bounded variation in (0, °°).
We also write
The series / ,an is said to be summable (R, X, k) to the sum s, ii lim x~~hAk(x) = s as x-»oo; the series is said to be absolutely Riesz summable with index m, or simply | R, X, k\m summable if
where k>0, m^.1, and km'>l (1/mA-l/m' = 1). The first theorem of consistency for | R, X, k\m summability has been proved by Mazhar [4] .
We say that the given series Ya» 1S summable | R, X, k, y\ m if
where k>0, km'>l, fe>7~ 1 and 7 is a real number. I R, X, k, 0\m summability is the same as | R, X, fe| m summability.
2. The Hardy-Littlewood "high indices" theorem [l] asserts that for a lacunary series Abel summability implies convergence. Zygmund [6] has shown that if 2^a" is summable \A, X| and the X" satisfy (1.2) then Yan is absolutely convergent. The following theorem is due to Hardy and Riesz [2] .
Theorem C. // zZa« *5 summable (P, X, k) and X"'s satisfy (1.2), then zZan converges.
3. We prove the following theorems. Theorem 1. // (i) zZan is summable \R,\,k\m, (ii) fix)= zZan exp [-X"x] converges for x>0, and (iii) the X" satisfy (1.2), Zfeera ^™ | a" \m < oc . Theorem 2. // zZan is summable \ R, X, k, y \ m, 0 <7 ^ 1 -1/rai, orad the X" soZw/y (1.2), Zfeera£| a"|mXr < °».
I wish to thank Professor Waterman for suggesting the problem and for his valuable guidance.
3.1. The following lemmas will be used to prove our theorems.
Lemma 1 [3] . // Bkix) is the (P, X, k) sum of the series ^o"X", then for k>0 Remark. For m=l, i.e., when ^a" is summable | R, X, & , condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is redundant. In this case summability R, X, k\ obviously implies summability (R, X, k) and if the X"'s satisfy (2.1)
then by Theorem C, Yan converges.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1, except that the condition (ii) of Theorem 1 may be omitted. This is justified by Lemma 4 and the remark above, and the conclusion follows from Theorem B of Waterman.
